
THE THEME OF RELIGION IN BRAVE NEW WORLD BY ALDOUS HUXLEY

In the novel â€œBrave New World,â€œ a utopian society lives in a world where any kind of drugs called soma
(â€œChristianity without tearsâ€œ - Huxley, Brave New World). Brave New World, Aldous Huxley, Cornelsen Verlag ,
Berlin; Wikipedia.

In Brave New World, Huxley shows. Our society only clings to religion, because most of us are conditioned to
by our parents and our environment. He was as though suddenly and joyfully awakened from a dark
annihilating stupor. Aldous Huxley was born July 26,  Because they refuse to experience unhappiness, the
drug keeps them from wonder and the appreciation of beauty, as in the scene when Lenina and Bernard fly
over the tossing English Channel. Brave New World. These things are symptoms of political inefficiency.
Why do we even value things such as freedom and autonomy if not because we believe such rights bring us
satisfaction and therefore happiness? Evidently, that we can be independent of God. And how do we even
define happiness? The healthiest option would be to try to combine technology and religion, or just to let them
exist side by side. But while the characters of the World State are too sexually liberal, the characters of the
Savage Reservation feel like a barbaric throwback. Most of us readily consume alcohol, which despite
whatever we tell ourselves, is a drug. If a religion, hypothetically, has a positive influence and is not involved
in spreading mind-crippling and life-crippling lies, but stands the test of truth, or at least has good intentions
along with good results, then I am not interested in criticizing those involved just because they have an
income, a strong organization or even beliefs I am not convinced of. Religion doesn't only heal wounded
souls, it also gives the people hope and power to overcome all obstacles. Quoted in George A. But not, in the
present circumstance, admissible. This unfolds into John realizing the degree to which society has stripped
their humanity. They are religious fanatics, who practice self flagellation for both ritual Huxley 47 and
redemptive Huxley purposes, and abuse Linda for her sexual practices. Soma is so easy to reject because it is
synonymous with control and perhaps as an afterthought, because it is still a drug that can cause fatal
overdoses. What matters is his realization that Western awareness of transcendent Reality was withering.
Good results, bad results, zero results. As Richard M. Nevertheless, if scientific progress occurs without
restraint, it will lead to less happiness. All that makes for truly human existence atrophies too. In a time when
all these mysteries are solved, we do not implicitly need to cling to these old-fashioned traditions. What does
this provide to citizens that they aren't getting elsewhere? Hence we exult in meeting challenges; it is a
microcosm of the victorious metaphysically-upward striving which our fulfillment requires. So far from being
irrelevant, our metaphysical beliefs are the finally determining factor in all our actions. In a sexually repressed
s compared to modern day Lenina would likely seem deserving of being shamed. Human kind invented an
Almighty Being in order to explain thunder and lightning thousands of years ago.


